
 

 

 

MEDINA POTTER 
Creative Director/Choreographer/Dancer 

DANCE OUT LOUD 
Bringing out the emotions, the story, and 
the passion of dance through the body, 
the mind, and the spirit while allowing the 
movements to cross boundaries unseen is 
what I strive for. This is what brings the 
whole person to the dance as you move 
with freedom.  
 
Educating others on the joy and power of 
movement is what I believe. Whether it be 
a regimented ballet technique or just the 
mere ability to touch your toes, I am here 
to help you to showcase your ability to 
Move On Demand Always! 

CONTACT 
PHONE: 
404-396-7395 
 
WEBSITE: 
www.modaworshiparts.com 
www.icdfnetworks.wordpress.com 
www.nycdanceweek.org 
 
EMAIL: 
medinapotter@ymail.com 
modaworshiparts@yahoo.com 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
Facebook/modaworshiparts 
Instagram/@medinapotter 
Instagram/@movingondemandalways 
LinkedIn/medinapotter 
 

 
FROM INTENTION TO EXECUTION 

Called to dance at the age of 7, my love for dance grew to become the fabric 
of my being. As a teacher of dance and drama for over 17 years, I have 
enjoyed creating dramatical dance pieces that surround the movements with a 
story that speaks with a loud voice.  
 
Naturally driven with initiative, passion, and great leadership has graced me 
with the opportunity to dance and teach at conferences throughout Atlanta, 
California, Mississippi, and South Carolina.  

Teaching dance allows me the opportunity to help others to show up and be 
great while they showcase their abilities no matter the age or body type. I am 
always looking to create and develop the dance into an unique experience.  

My core belief is that dance is a matter of fact, it is by design, and a true work of 
art. I operate with rhythmic passion because dance is an art form that is a 
phenomenon that can speak any language and cross any border.  

I CHOOSE TO BE SUCCESSFUL 

Hampton University {BS Business Management} 
Eagles International Dance Institute {Certificate of License} 
 
Moda-Moving On Demand Always {Founder, Creative Director, Dancer} 
Educating others on the joy and power of dance through lyrical and modern 
dance choreography and movement; including dance therapy and fitness. 
 
NYC Dance Week Organization {Georgia Dance Ambassador, Dancer} 
Coordinate and teach team of dancers for NYC Dance Week performance. 
Managed venue interviews and permits for event space.  
 
Purpose Dance {Creative Director, Dancer} Teach foundations of dance/drama 
weekly for classes, productions, and special events for over 10 years. Designed 
and implemented themes through successful collaborations. Managed team of 
15 or more. 
 
Rohi Productions {Dancer} 
Performed on stage as dancer for Atlanta Broadway play for 11 shows. 
Collaborated with other dancers to ensure unity and rhythmic execution. 
Helped lead dancers in my group by conducting rehearsals. 
 
ICDF Global {Social Media Blogger}                                                                                    
Manage and produce engaging content for global dance events around the 
world.  

   

 

“IMMERSE EVERY OUNCE OF YOURSELF 
INTO YOUR DANCE, SO THAT WHEN 

YOUR FEET TOUCH THE EARTH IT WILL 
MAKE THE GROUND TREMBLE.” 
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